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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a four-element frequency reconfigurable antenna system that is novel in terms of gathering both underlay and interweave cognitive radio in a single multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) design. Built on a 50×38×0.8 mm3 Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 substrate, this system is constructed of two scanning elements to sense ultra-wide band (UWB) with controllable band notching capabilities and two elements act as communication antennas. Eighteen MIMO modes can be provided depending on the state of the five positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes in each sensing antenna and the four PIN diodes in each communication antenna. These include a scanning UWB mode, fourteen modes to notch WiMax/Cband/wireless local area network (WLAN)/Xband/ITU in single/dual/triple/quad band rejection states and three interweave modes where each targeting one of the regions of WiMax/Cband/WLAN. Simulated by CST v.10; results like input reflection coefficient and realized gain verify system's capability to work in each operation mode. Moreover, mutual coupling, envelope correlation coefficient and diversity gain all evidence the performance of the proposed system as a MIMO system. Results, simple and compact profile, wide and flexible range of MIMO operation modes in line with the novelty to handle both underlay and interweave cognitive radio all nominate this system as promising to fulfill the needs of modern wireless communications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multiple input, multiple output (MIMO), the concept of having multiple antennas with duplicated functionality on the same substrate becomes day by day more essential to address the needs of the growing wireless communication world. Such antenna structures are indeed the cornerstone in most fourth generation (4G) and fifth generation (5G) communication systems [1] mainly due to what they offer regarding high throughput and diversity merits [2]. MIMO, in conjugate with ultra-wide band (UWB) technology and its license-free utilization over the 3.1-10.6 GHz range approved by federal communications commission (FCC) in 2002, looks optimum to fulfill the high data rates needs of users in modern wireless communication [3]. However, what rises to disturb the UWB MIMO systems is having other wireless technologies that coexist in the UWB operation area of frequencies [4] and thus affect the quality of communications. Fortunately,
cognitive radio (CR), the technology presented by FCC as a methodology for better utilization of the available spectrum, and in its twofold; underlay and interweave [5], forms what looks so satisfactory solution for the previously mentioned problem. This, therefore, opened the way to have MIMO systems with UWB antennas based on CR that try to serve the demands of today and tomorrow in the wireless world.

Regarded underlay cognitive radio where bands in the interfered regions are to be excluded from the radiation, many MIMO designs have been reported. Khan et al. [6] presented 4-element MIMO system consists of UWB antennas with a reconfigurable structure in the ground plane to reject WLAN. In the 2-element MIMO design of [7], three positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes were used to configure its UWB antennas to reject WiMax/WLAN frequencies. Quddus et al. [8] suggested a MIMO system of two elements where a slot in each element's patch is controlled to exclude WLAN from system's UWB radiation.

On the other hand, many interweave CR designs have been reported where the MIMO system is capable to scan a wide band and configured to work within a specific region within this band. The 2×2 MIMO system of [9] has been suggested to scan the band (2.35-5.9 GHz) by two sensing antennas, while the other two antennas are tunable in the band (2.6-3.6 GHz) by varactor diodes. Zhao et al. [10] presented a 2-element MIMO system where its antennas can be configured by PIN and varactor diodes either to scan the wide band (1.4-5 GHz) or to operate in narrow bands within the range (0.9-2.6 GHz). Finally, the system presented in [11] covers the band (0.75-7.65 GHz) by the monopole scanning antenna while MIMO functionality in communication process can be achieved by two slot antenna that are tunable in the range (1.75-2.48 GHz).

In this paper, a 2×2 antenna system is presented as CR MIMO design which is to the best of our knowledge can be considered novel due its capability to gather underlay and interweave CR on one platform. Four frequency reconfigurable antennas, two as UWB antennas with on-demand band notching and two for communication purposes, are used to obtain the multi-functionality of the proposed system. Reconfiguration to desired mode of operation is achieved by the proper configuration of the eighteen PIN diodes distributed among the four antennas of this design. This configuration provides eighteen MIMO modes; one for UWB sensing, fourteen underly modes to notch one or more of WiMax/Cband/wireless local area network (WLAN)/Xband/ITU regions, and three interweave modes targeting one of the WiMax/Cband/WLAN regions. This 50×38×0.8 mm³ MIMO system exhibits high flexibility to ban or operate in specific bands. This when conjugated with the results regarding its functionality on individual element basis or as a MIMO system, all make this system feasible to serve the demands of new wireless technologies.

2. ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN

The four-element CR system of this work is built on the two sides of a 0.8 mm Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 substrate with 2.2 dielectric constant and 0.0009 tangential loss. Two of the four antennas of this design are UWB antennas with on-demand band rejection capability, while the rest are frequency reconfigurable communication antennas. In the 50×38 mm² substrate used as the base of this quad antenna system, each UWB antenna occupies a 22×23 mm² area, while a 11.5×25 mm² space is required for each communication antenna. Figure 1 describes the layout and geometry of the proposed design, where the front and rear views are displayed in Figure 1a and Figure 1b respectively. Optimized values (in mm) of the parameters of this Figure 1 are:

Substrate: L=50, W=38 ; Ant#1: LA=22, WA=23, a1=1.5, a2=0.75, a3=2, a4=2.5, a5=6.3, a6=1.6, a7=0.8, a8=1.75, a9=0.9, a10=1.1, a11=5, a12=5, a13=0.7 , a14=0.2, a15=2.0, a16=0.2, a17=2, a18=14, a19=5.5, a20=1.15, a21=0.2, a22=1.75, a23=0.5, ra1=0.45, ra2=0.7, ra3=0.7, ra4=0.45, ra5=0.7, ra6=0.5, ra7=1.9, ra8=1.2, ra9=4, ra10=2, ra11=3.5, ra12=0.45, ra13=4, ra14=9.5, ra15=0.5, ra16=9.5, ra17=0.4; Ant#2: LB=11.5, WB=25, b1=1.5, b2=0.75, b3=2.5, b4=2.75, b5=7, b6=0.75, b7=1.5, b8=1.75, b9=2, b10=7, b11=3.5, b12=1.75, b13=0.5, rb1=0.7, rb2=1.5, rb3=1, rb4=4, rb5=0.25, rb6=3.8, rb7=0.5, rb8=10, rb9=1, rb10=8, rb11=0.5.

Construction procedure of this MIMO antenna system is started by building the UWB antenna. This step is followed by modifying this antenna to have frequency notching behavior. Next, is to design the second antenna which is responsible for communication in specific ranges within the UWB spectrum. The fourth step is to build the MIMO antenna system from the predesigned single elements. Finally, this system is controlled by switching elements that are set to achieve MIMO operation as an underlay/interweave CR system.

2.1. UWB antenna

The UWB antenna is the first element to be built in this MIMO system. This antenna which is essential in scanning process of underlay/interweave modes of this CR system is based on a wide slot antenna with a rectangular radiating stub. The UWB antenna of this design -named Ant#1- is subjected to many modifications to improve its operation over the 3.1-10.6 GHz range. The main modifications with their impact on its input reflection coefficient are shown in Figure 2.
2.2. Band rejection
In the underlay operation modes, the UWB antenna should have the ability to avoid radiation in the undesired regions of the spectrum. In our design, this goal was achieved by engraving three slots in the patch of the UWB antenna and one slot into its back plane as shown in Figure 1. The slots of the front plane are
formed as meandered line slots that overlap and distributed symmetrically along the longitudinal axis of the patch. The creation of these slots -named Slot#1-1, Slot#1-2 and Slot#1-3- to exclude ITU, WLAN and Xband is done in a successive manner. These slots are created as $\lambda g/2$ slots where their lengths can be approximated depending on (1) to (3) [12], [13]:

\[L_{\text{slot}} \approx \frac{\lambda_g}{2}\]  
\[\lambda_g = \frac{c}{f_{\text{notch}} \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}}\]  
\[\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \approx \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2}\]

where: $L_{\text{slot}}$: slot length, $f_{\text{notch}}$: notched frequency, $\lambda_g$: guided wavelength, $c$: velocity of light, $\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}$: effective dielectric constant and $\varepsilon_r$: relative dielectric constant.

On the back side of the antenna, an f-shape slot is to be created in the lower corner of the ground plane. Creation of this slot -named Slot#1-4- results in the exclusion WiMax and Cband from the UWB radiation. Figure 3 shows how optimization of slots' parameters affects the S11 response of the antenna to reject the targeted bands. This effect on rejection of the bands of ITU, WLAN, Xband and WiMax+Cband is displayed in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) respectively.

![Figure 3. Parametric effect on input reflection coefficient of Ant#1 rejecting (a) ITU, (b) WLAN, (c) Xband, and (d) WiMax and Cband](image)

2.3. Communication antenna

In this design, the function of radiation in only specific bands within the UWB range is achieved by a separate communication antenna. The radiator of this antenna-named Ant#3- basically consists of four stubs named Stub#3-1, Stub#3-2, Stub#3-3 and Stub#3-4. These stubs that are built in a consecutive manner brings the operation of the antenna to the desired region upon the connection/disconnection of the proper stub(s) to/from the feed of antenna. To work in Cband region, a symmetric pair of modified line stubs (Stub#4-1 and Stub#4-2) are connected to feedline to form a T-Shape radiator. This pair of stubs must be split from the feed in the rest communication modes targeting WiMax and WLAN In WiMax operation, Stub#3-3 with its modified T-shape is connected to feedline, while radiation in the WLAN is achieved by the cascaded attachment of both Stub#3-4 and Stub#3-3 to the feedline. Optimization of parameters regarding these stubs...
affects the response of Ant#3 as shown in Figure 4, and examples on this impact on the input reflection coefficient in communication within the targeted bands are displayed in Figures 4(a)-4(c).

![Figure 4. Parametric effect on input reflection coefficient of Ant#3 at (a) C-band, (b) WiMax, and (c) WLAN](image)

2.4. MIMO antenna system

The UWB/communication antennas of the previous sections are duplicated by another two antennas -named Ant#2 and Ant#4- to form the 4-element MIMO system. The UWB antennas are placed on opposite corners of the substrate while the other two corners are used for the communication antenna pair. Moreover, feed layouts of the two sets of antennas are made orthogonal to each other. This arrangement of the two sets of antennas has a significant effect to reduce mutual coupling.

2.5. Configuration

To have UWB operation, on-demand band rejection and multi band communication; the proposed antenna system has to be reconfigurable. Reconfigurability in this MIMO is achieved by nine pairs of HPND-4005 PIN diodes as illustrated in Figure 1. The on/off configuration of these diodes affects the operation of the antenna by enabling/disabling specific slots in the UWB set of antennas or specific radiating stubs in the communication set of antennas. Figure 5 shows the the equivalent circuits of the 4005 HPND PIN diode, where these circuits of the ON and OFF states of the diode are shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) respectively [14], [15]. Useable configuration states of the PIN diodes of the proposed work along with the details of related operation modes are tabulated in Table 1.

![Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of HPND-4005 PIN diode at (a) ON-state and (b) OFF-state](image)
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Input reflection coefficient

Input reflection coefficient results evidences the functionality of the antenna to meet the operation bandwidth. In our design, the results related this coefficient, S11 and S33 for Ant#1 and Ant#3 are presented in this section. Input reflection coefficient results of the design in the underlay modes are shown in Figure 6. Having all the switches of Ant#1 in the on position, it can be that S11 curves meet the -10 dB condition along the UWB range as shown in Figure 6(a). In underlay modes, only Ant#1 is considered, thus all sections of Ant#3 are disabled. Here, the on/off configuration of the diodes disables/enables notching effect of the slots within the UWB antenna. S11 results of Figure 6(b) shows the notch effect to exclude ITU, WLAN, Xband and WiMax from the radiation of Ant#1 when disabling D1-1, D1-2, D1-3, and D1-4 respectively. Dual band notching is presented in the curves of Figure 6(c) as a result either to disable a pair of the diodes D1-1 to D1-4 of or disabling only D1-5. The value of S11 is above the -10 dB line for the three targeted bands in the modes of Figure 6(d) which ensures the capability of the system in triple band rejection. Finally, disabling D1-1, D1-2 and D1-4 results in the curve of Figure 6(e) where ITU, WLAN, WiMax and Cband regions are not included in the wide band radiation of Ant#1.

Input reflection coefficient results of the design in the interweave modes are shown in Figure 7. The condition of -10 dB is realized along the UWB frequencies for Ant#1 in the three modes of Figure 7(a). It can also be seen that S11 response differs slightly in the curves of Figure 7(a) when compared with Figure 6(a) due to the consideration of mutual coupling of other antennas in this MIMO design. On the other hand, in the interweave modes, Ant#3 response proves system’s ability to handle communication in the targeted bands. This can be shown in of Figure 7(b) where S33 is below -10 dB for Cband, WiMax and WLAN in MI#1.1, MI1.2 and MI1.3 respectively.

3.2. Realized gain

Realized gain is another proof of the functionality of the antenna in scanning/band-notch phases of operation as displayed in Figure 8. For Ant#1, it can be shown that realized gain is positive and satisfactory along the 7.5 GHz of UWB range as illustrated in Figure 8(a). It can also be seen that this gain suffers sudden and severe degradation in the prohibited regions for the single band rejection modes of operation as presented in Figure 8(b). Two falls in realized gain value can also be noticed at the rejected bands in the curves of Figure 8(c). Realized gain also drops in the three banned regions of the plots regarding modes MU#3.1, MU#3.2, MU#3.3 and MU#3.4 of Figure 8(d). Finally, Figure 8(e) shows how realized gain decreases at WiMax, Cband, WLAN and Xband regions in MU#4.

Realized gain results for interweave operation are presented in Figure 9. It is seen that the realized gain results of Ant#1 displayed in Figure 8(a) in scanning process are nearly like that of Figure 9(a) but with only slight variations due to the effect of other antennas’ radiation. It can also be observed that realized gain is almost greater than 3 dB along Cband, WiMax and WLAN regions for MI#1.1, MI#1.2 and MI#1.3 modes as illustrated in the results of Figure 9(b).
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Figure 6. Input reflection coefficient of Ant#1 at (a) UWB mode, (b) single-band rejection modes, (c) dual-band rejection modes, (d) triple-band rejection modes, and (e) quad-band rejection mode

Figure 7. Input reflection coefficient of (a) Ant#1 in the interweave modes, and (b) Ant#3 in the interweave modes
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3.3. Surface current distribution

Behavior of the antenna to notch targeted bands can be better understood when observing how current is distributed in the band-rejection modes as shown in Figure 10. Here, it is noticeable that currents are circulating around the $\lambda g/2$ slot which leads to ban a band centered at a frequency that is inversely related to twice of the length of the activated slot. Such current distributions around Slot#1, Slot#2 and Slot#3 that leads to prohibit ITU, WLAN and Xband are illustrated in Figures 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c) respectively.

![Figure 10. Surface current of Ant#1 in (a) mode MU#1.1 @ 8.3 GHz (b) mode MU#1.2 @5.6 GHz, and (c) mode MU#1.3 @ 7.5 GHz](image)

3.4. Mutual coupling

Mutual coupling is so important to assess the performance of multi-antenna systems. It draws an image of the interaction between the antennas of the MIMO system which is usually desired to be as small as possible. Mutual coupling in the underlay modes of operation is shown in Figure 11. Despite that a 15 dB isolation is considered acceptable in MIMO designs [16], coupling between the scanning antennas in this design is almost kept below -20 dB between the UWB antennas along the 3.1-10.6 GHz range whether in UWB mode of Figure 11(a) or the band rejection modes of Figures 11(b) to 11(e).

Figure 12 displays mutual coupling in the interweave operation modes. In Figure 12(a) which describes isolation between Ant#1 and Ant#2 in scanning process of the interweave modes, S12 results are somehow like those of Figure 11(a) with small distinctions due to interaction with the communication antennas of this MIMO system. On the other hand, how communication antennas are isolated from the UWB antenna is described in Figure 12(b) and Figure 12(c) where S13 and S14 are under the -15 dB margin. Finally, it can be shown that good isolation is obtained between communication antennas where S34 results of Figure 12(d) are almost below -20 dB for the three interweave modes.
Figure 11. Mutual coupling between Ant#1 and Ant#2 at (a) UWB mode, (b) single-band rejection modes, (c) dual-band rejection modes, (d) triple-band rejection modes, and (e) quad-band rejection mode.
3.5. Envelope correlation coefficient

Envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) is used in MIMO terminology as an indicator of the good isolation between the elements composing the multi-antenna system. ECC -expressed by $\rho_e$- can be calculated from S-parameters of the MIMO system as described in (4) [17], [18].

$$\rho_e = \frac{|s_{ii}s_{jj} + s_{ij}s_{ji}|^2}{(1-|s_{ii}|^2)(1-|s_{jj}|^2)(1-|s_{ij}|^2)}$$

ECC should be lower than 0.5 in feasible MIMO designs [19]. This section presents ECC values in all operation modes for the proposed antenna system. As it can be seen, these values are far below the 0.5 condition in all cases of Figure 13 and Figure 14 which ensures well separation between the four elements of this design. Figure 13(a) shows that ECC is approaching zero along the UWB range in sensing mode. It is also obvious that ECC is lower than 0.15 along the 3.1-10.6 GHz range in band rejection modes shown in Figures 13(b) to 13(e). Furthermore, Figure 14(a) proves good isolation between sensing antennas by ECC values close to zero in three interweave modes. At the end, good isolation is guaranteed in this MIMO design between communication antennas where ECC doesn't exceed 0.005 in the operation regions of Figure 14(b).
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3.6. Diversity gain

Diversity gain (DG) is an important factor to assess the performance of the MIMO antenna system. Good diversity characteristics are always indicated by DG values that are greater than 9 [20]. DG is so related to ECC and can be determined from the relation in (5) [21], [22].

\[ DG = 10\sqrt{1 - |\rho_e|} \]  

(5)

DG results in the underlay operating modes are displayed in Figure 15. Since ECC results approaching zero in this design it can be guessed to have excellent DG results that approaches 10. It can be seen that DG values of Ant#1 and Ant#2 are so close to 10 along the UWB range in mode MU#0 of Figure 15(a). Good diversity characteristics are also evidenced in all underlay modes where DG value ranges from 9.5 to 10 in the results of Figures 15(b) to 15(e). Moreover, Figure 16, which shows DG results in the interweave modes of operation shows that DG converges 10 between the sensing antennas as shown in Figure 16(a). Finally, good diversity is obtained between the communication antennas where DG value is greater than 9.7 in all cases of Figure 16(b).

Figure 15. Diversity gain of Ant#1 and Ant#2 at (a) UWB mode, (b) single-band rejection modes, (c) dual-band rejection modes, (d) triple-band rejection modes, and (e) quad-band rejection modes
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3.7. Comparison

This work is compared to recent MIMO CR designs as illustrated in Table 2. It is obvious that the design is novel where none of previous works gathers underlay and interweave CR in the same MIMO design. It can also be shown that the design is more suitable to serve CR whether in terms of number of MIMO operation modes or the flexibility it offers to select the notched or operation region. Comparison also shows that whilst this design offers whole UWB scanning a MIMO fashion, some of the works in Table 2 have only single scanning element.

Table 2. Comparison with recent MIMO cognitive radio designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>50x39.8x1.52</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>64x36x1.95</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WiMax, WLAN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>30x14x0.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WiMax</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>40x20x1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WiMax, WLAN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>40x23x1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>80x80x1.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2.35-5.9 GHz</td>
<td>2.6-3.6 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>120x60x1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.4-5 GHz</td>
<td>0.9-2.6 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>120x60x1.56</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.75-7.65 GHz</td>
<td>1.75-2.48 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>60x40x1.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2.2-7 GHz</td>
<td>2.3-6.3 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>200x150x1.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1.4-4.85 GHz</td>
<td>1.4-2.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>120x60x1.56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.75-7.65 GHz</td>
<td>1.77-2.51 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop.</td>
<td>50x38x0.8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>U/I</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>UWB</td>
<td>WiMax, Cband, WLAN, Xband, ITU</td>
<td>WiMax, Cband, WLAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CR: cognitive radio, U: Underlay, I: Interweave

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a quad-port design that is novel as it acts both as an underlay and interweave MIMO CR system. System's ability to perform in scanning/band notching/communication is basically validated based on the assessment of its outcomes. As a frequency reconfigurable MIMO system, this design shows ability to work in fourteen underlay modes, three interweave modes plus an UWB sensing mode. Band notching process successfully prohibiting one or more of the regions dedicated for WiMax, Cband, WiMax, Xband and ITU. On the other hand, the two communication antennas succeed to cover WiMax, Cband and WLAN in the three interweave modes. Results and comparison aspects all high rate this work as feasible MIMO system for CR applications.
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